Finding the right solution
Introducing our range of hearing devices

So your hearing needs
improvement...
Where do we go from here?
If you’re suffering from hearing loss, you’re
facing an important decision: which type of
hearing device will serve you best, today and
into the future?
Unlike years ago, when choices were limited,
today with major advances in digital hearing
technology you’ll have all kinds of options to
suit your prescription, lifestyle and budget.
Of course, choice is a good thing! But on the
other hand, too much choice can sometimes
be confusing, so this short guide will help
you to understand your options.
And of course, once you have made your
appointment at your local hearing centre,
our trained hearing aid audiologists will be
able to talk you through your options and
help you further.

“Can I get by without
a hearing aid?”
Possibly, yes. However, there’s a
difference between ‘getting by’ and
quality of life.
A hearing aid is designed to help you
manage from day to day, and give you
back the pleasures that you’re maybe
starting to miss. Simple things, like
enjoying the company of family and
friends, taking part instead of relying on
someone else to keep you involved, and
staying active through work or leisure,
with total confidence.

Graham Lane,
Managing Director

A hearing aid means more than coping.
It’s a better way of living.

Call us free today on 0800 740 8298 to book
your appointment at your local hearing centre
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Introducing

Enjoy speech understanding
on par with normal hearing
Get a full day’s power with rechargeable
hearing aids
Oticon’s newest hearing aid breaks the limits of
what has previously been possible with hearing
aids. Oticon Opn S™ is proven to give you
even better speech understanding with less
effort in noisy environments than our previous
generation of hearing aids. So now, you can
thrive and take active part in difficult listening
situations, just like people with normal hearing.
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gives you a 360° sound experience
Features:

Introducing new rechargeable hearing aids, with a full day’s power; Connects
to your phone and devices: Boost your hearing aids with Oticon ON App.

Traditional technology

New technology

Focuses on one speaker, suppresses
all others.

Opens up your world to embrace
multiple speakers.

Before Oticon Opn S most hearing aids
coped with noise by restricting your focus
to one sound source at a time, such as
a person straight in front of you, while
suppressing all other sounds.

Now, new technology in Oticon Opn S lets
you experience the benefits of hearing
aids that open up your world. You’re able
to hear more than one person speaking
at a time, while the advanced noise
reduction system helps further reduce
your listening effort.

However, background sounds often
include important speech details. When
these are not passed on to your brain,
it becomes very difficult to follow the
conversation and you become tired*.
By reducing sounds coming from around
you – speech and noise alike – traditional
hearing aids may give you an unnatural
listening experience.

* Hornsby et al, 2016
** Juul Jensen 2019, Oticon Whitepaper
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Oticon Opn S gives your brain access to
the relevant sounds around you, putting
you in charge of which sounds you want
to focus on – and not your hearing aid.
The result is that you understand speech
better, with less effort and you’ll find you
can remember more of what people have
said to you. This lets you keep up with and
join in conversations – even in complex
listening environments like a family
dinner**.

Fast enough to support the brain
You don’t hear with your ears, you hear with your brain.
That is why you need hearing aids that are fast enough
to keep up with the brain. BrainHearing™ technology
in Oticon Opn S scans the environment 100 times per
second. This gives you constant access to 360° sounds
to support the way your brain naturally makes sense
of sound.
•
•
•
•

Reduces your listening effort
Helps you remember more of what is being said
Gives you better speech understanding
Improves your ability to follow conversations with
multiple speakers

With Oticon OpnS, annoying whistling is a
thing of the past
Feedback is an annoying whistle or static noise that
occurs when sound from your hearing aids escapes and
is amplified again. It usually happens when something
comes close to your hearing aid, like when you hug
someone, put your phone to your ear or even sit in a
high-backed seat. It’s a problem that has been difficult
to address – until now.
Breakthrough technology in Oticon Opn S stops
feedback even before it occurs. This is quite a different
approach to other hearings aids which can only deal
with feedback once it happens – and not always well.
But now, with Oticon Opn S, you can enjoy clear, stable,
feedback-free sound**.
* Juul Jensen 2019, Oticon Whitepaper
** For prescribed fittings, according to best practice
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To find out more about
what Oticon Opn S can do
for you, simply talk to your
hearing care professional at
Hidden Hearing.

Spectacle Hearing Aids
No one needs to know you
are wearing hearing aids
For all the advances in design and
comfort, we know that some people still
won’t like the idea of wearing a hearing
device – whether it fits behind the ear or
neatly inside it.
Spectacle hearing aids incorporate the latest hearing
technology into stylish glasses – tucked away inside
the frame of your spectacles. So, for some types of
hearing loss, spectacle hearing aids is a discreet,
stylish and comfortable option

How does it work?
The arm of the frame contains a tiny but complex digital
hearing instrument that you control with a small dial
hanging just above the ear. Sound is picked up by
micro-phones, then passed onto the brain.
Types of spectacle hearing devices:

Bone Conduction
If the hearing loss occurs in the outer or middle ear, the
sound is usually passed on through Bone Conduction.
This works by applying pressure to the head behind the
ears, creating sound vibrations that you hear through
your skull.

Air Conduction
For other types of loss, there’s Air Conduction. Sound
is transmitted through a tube to a custom-made mould
inside the ear.
Either way, the result is a sharper, beautifully
amplified sound.
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Spectacle hearing
aids will help you to:
Improve your hearing
and correct your vision all
at once
• Hear better with little effort
• Control the volume with a
simple touch, to suit any
situation or need
• Keep hearing problems
to yourself; no-one has
to know
• Look your best and we
might even be able to adapt
your own frames
“Years ago, a hearing aid
was seen as a stigma.
Ironically, today it can be
a stylish accessory.”
•

Is it right for you?
Spectacle hearing aids won’t work for everyone, and
your Hearing Aid Audiologist will tell you if your type of
loss can be treated this way. Undoubtedly though, if it’s
an option, you’ll find that it offers simple operation and
advanced sound quality - as well as design appeal.
Spectacle hearing aids offer you:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Style: a choice of brown and black casings,
100% nickel-free
Economy: the long life battery means low
running costs
Simplicity: easy controls, with a choice of
functions including telecoil
Clarity: superior sound through a digital
multi-channel amplifier
Durability: solid frames, resistant to
moisture and perspiration
Flexibility: ideal for business, travel, social
gatherings – and even sport

Wide range of stylish frames to choose from
for both ladies and gentlemen
This is a selection of frames, more styles are available
on request. In certain circumstances your regular
glasses could be adapted (subject to style). Please ask
for more information at your free consultation.
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Better hearing starts with our Special Pensioners
Hearing Aids
A new hearing aid offer has been introduced for pensioners. The hearing aid is low cost,
simple to operate and brings IMPROVED hearing to thousands!

This high quality hearing system is equipped with proven technology that gives you
crisp and clear sound. The effect is immediate. No fuss, no bother. It is astonishing just
how easily conversations, television or radio can be heard with such a small device.
Featuring unique ChannelFreeTM digital signal processing at the core of its
technology, it delivers premium sound quality. You will once again appreciate the joy
of freely and easily joining in on conversations with family and friends, even where
there are distracting noises in the background. That’s because this remarkable little
device analyses incoming sounds – at an astonishing 20,000 times per second –
and amplifies precisely even the weakest and shortest elements of speech, so the
all-important soft speech sounds become audible.
Adapting automatically – totally hands free – to your surroundings, in quiet or in
noise, whether you are talking to one person or to a group, our Special Pensioners’
Hearing Aid will make life so much better.
You’ll feel less tired by not having to concentrate really
hard to follow conversations, more confident in social
situations, and less worried about embarrassing yourself
by having to repeatedly say “Pardon?” or asking others to
repeat what they have said.
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“Proven technology
that gives you crisp
and clear sound”

Once fitted, you will find the instruments
simple to use

“There’s bound
to be a style
that suits your
preference and
lifestyle”

Our hearing care professionals will help you get to grips with
your new device and answer all your questions. We’ll provide
free follow up aftercare – including annual hearing checks
at home if necessary – to make sure you’re getting the best
possible benefit.
Our Special Pensioner’s Hearing Aid will provide you with
an accurate reproduction of your surroundings – clear and
natural sound – while being simple and easy to use.
Other features include:

Adaptive Feedback Cancellation – This feature suppresses any whistling noises commonly
associated with bigger, older hearing aids from years ago.
Adaptive Noise Reduction – This feature is designed to manage out background noise so
you can hear speech more clearly.
Lifestyle Profile – A personalisation option that takes into account your individual lifestyle
needs and allows the hearing aids to be customised to you.

7 styles available

Compact
Power Plus
BTE

Compact
Power BTE

Nano BTE

Nano RITE

ITCD

ITC

CIC

Choose from seven colours
Beige

Light Brown
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Dark Brown

Grey Brown

Grey

Metallic
Anthracite

Hearing technology options
Today’s advanced hearing technology gives you plenty of models to choose from,
depending on your hearing needs and lifestyle, however we don’t believe in one size fits all.
It is best to make an appointment with our qualified hearing aid audiologist that can tell you
more, but here are the key features to look out for:
Types of Hearing Aids

Benefits

Behind-the-ear (BTE) with
earmould for mild to severe
hearing loss

•

Limitations

Fits widest range of
hearing loss.
Earmould fits snugly while
the rest of the aid sits behind
the ear.
Most versatile and reliable type
of hearing aid.

•

•

Comfortable and can give you a
very natural sound.

•

Needs to be inserted correctly
otherwise can become loose.

Receiver-in-the-ear (RITE)
digital aids for mild to severe
hearing loss

•

•

Vulnerable to wax and sweat,
which can affect the sound in
the receiver.

RITE are the latest digital hearing
aid technology, leaving the ear
canal open. They can be custom
fitted to suit an individual’s
specific auditory needs.

•

All the benefits of an open-fit
aid but can be fitted with more
amplification.
Often smaller than BTE aids
because some parts sit inside
the ear.

Close to the ear drum for more
clarity, BTE hearing aids are a
discreet, two-piece design, that
can be custom fit to deal with
an individual’s specific auditory
needs.

Behind-the-ear (BTE) open-fit
for mild to moderate hearing loss

•

•

•

Most visible type of
hearing aid.
Ear might feel plugged-up,
but vents in mould can relieve
this and are fitted where
appropriate.

A small, soft earpiece at the
tip of the tubing instead of an
earmould, which will make
you feel less
plugged up.

Call us free today on 0800 740 8298 to book
your appointment at your local hearing centre
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Types of Hearing Aids

Benefits

In-the-canal (ITC) and in-the-ear
(ITE) digital aids for mild to some
severe hearing loss

•

Both have working parts
in the earmould, or a small
compartment clipped to it, so
the whole aid fits in the ear.

•

Tend to need repairing more
often than behind-the-ear aids.

•

Fits further into the ear canal
than ITE/ITC aids.

•

Unlikely to be suitable if you
have frequent ear infections.
Ear might feel plugged-up
unless vented.
Small tube particularly
vulnerable to sweat and
wax, which may cause
temporary malfunction.

IIC hearing aids improve natural
sound reception and work great
for telephone conversations.
They are completely digital, and
are tailor-fitted for maximum
comfort. ITC aids are less visible
than ITEs, but neither has parts
behind the ear.

Completely-in-the-canal (CIC) or
invisible hearing aids for mild to
moderate hearing loss
CIC hearing aids are the smallest
type of hearing aid, appearing
almost invisible as working parts
are in the earmould. However
they do have small switches and
buttons that could be difficult to
use for some.

Limitations

•
•

*source: www.which.co.uk/reviews/hearing-aid-providers/article/how-to-get-the-best-hearing-aid/hearing-aid-types

Call us free today on 0800 740 8298 to book
your appointment at your local hearing centre
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Before you choose a hearing device
It’s vital to have your hearing tested at your nearest centre. One of our fully qualified Hearing
Aid Dispensers will make an assessment, review the results and get to know more about you.
Then they’ll help you find a solution that meets your needs and offers you flexible choices
suited to your lifestyle.

Call 0800 740 8298 to book an appointment

www.hiddenhearing.co.uk
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